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To: IBSSA Congress and Partnership for Security International Conference 
21.03.2018 Tel Aviv -Israel 

Subject: Greetings Letter

Dear Participants,

Ladies and gentlemen,

It is my honor and privilege to send a message of support and best wishes to the organizers 
and participants of the IBSSA Congress and Partnership for Security International Conference 
21.03.2018 Tel Aviv -Israel 

I regret that I cannot be with you in person, but I am sending you all  in my dual capacity, as a
President of the Association Swiss Mornign Star, Swisss NGO, and as a Büro Chief IBSSA Anti-
HumanTrafficing Swiss, good wishes in the spirit of love and cooperation, for a work of the 
conference and give my full encouragement and support. 

In our world today we all are infront of many challenges: catastrophes looming in geopolitics, 
in global economics, in environmental spoliation, and in a host of religious, ethnic and 
nationalistic hostilities and conflicts. And we all urgently need the collaboration of the greatest 
possible number of people across the world and this requires the cultivation of reliable 
partnerships between all. 

We must continue to learn from each other, as we are all in this together.

Simultaneously we must transform all of our institutions: economics, governance, education, 
religion, media, security and science— so that they reflect our highest values.And this we can 
not achived without more secure, more social inclusive and more pro-active then reactive 
participations of all in our societies and the world. 

This  conference,  I  deeply  hope  will  bring  us  more  common  solutions  and  pro-active  
frameworks  for  a construction of more secure and better world. 

I wish you all a very fruitful and rewarding conference.
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